
You can spend whole afternoons watching the bees collect 
pollen and nectar, and you’ll love communing with your 
hive, and becoming more in tune with the little bit of the 
planet you call home.

But up until the Flow Frame invention, the honey 
extraction process had been a real chore.

It was heavy, sweaty work often involving lots of bee 
stings, expensive equipment and sore muscles.

Cedar Anderson knew all about that, having kept bees 
since he was a kid. During an especially hot and painful 
harvest over a decade ago, he decided there had to be a 
better way. 

Cedar and his father, Stuart, made a beeline to the shed 
and tinkered away on various ideas, eventually coming up 
with Flow Hive, “the beekeeper’s dream”…

Less 
labour, 
more 
love…

It’s hard to think of a more rewarding 
hobby than beekeeping. Bees are such 

fascinating creatures.

Welcome to 
beekeeping with 

Flow® Hive…

Stu and Cedar Anderson

Product arrives flat-packed and unsealed with manual – ready for easy assembly. 

Beekeeping suits, gloves, jackets, smokers, hives and accessories

Shop now at honeyflow.com

FLOW SUPER INCLUDES

• 6 or 7 x patented 
Flow Frames to be 
compatible with an  
8 or 10 frame  
Langstroth hive. 

• 6 or 7 x Flow Tubes
• 1 x Flow Key
• Printed operational 

manual

FLOW HIVE 2 INCLUDES

• Flow Super with 6 
patented Flow Frames

• Brood box with 
8 x standard 
(foundationless) frames

• Optional adjustable 
hive stand

• 2x inbuilt spirit levels
• Multifunctional tray
• Mesh base screen
• Harvesting shelf
• Inner cover with plug
• Queen excluder
• Handy assembly tool

Shown in Western Red Cedar (unoiled)
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Stay up to date on 
Facebook /flowhive

Check out our videos at  
YouTube.com/flowhive

To learn more about Flow Hive, bees and beekeeping, connect with us online at our website www.honeyflow.com

Fall in love with bees on 
Instagram @flowhive

With the unique, clear end-
frame view, beekeepers can 
easily see when the honey 
cells have been capped and 
when the honey is ready for 
harvest.

The best way to get to know 
how your colony uses the 
Frames is to open the Super 
(with smoker and protective 
gear) and observe the Flow 
Frames before your first 
few harvests. Refer to our 
Harvesting Checklist for 
more info.

WHAT IS A
FLOW HIVE?
A Flow Hive allows the beekeeper to observe the 
bees through the viewing windows, and harvest 
honey in the gentlest way possible for both the 
bees and beekeeper!

The Flow Frame is the most revolutionary 
beekeeping invention since the Langstroth hive 
was designed in 1852.

Flow Frames are partially 
built honeycomb which 
the bees complete, fill 
with honey and cap with 
wax. They are made in 
Australia from BPA- and 
BPS-free plastic.

By simply inserting and 
turning a handle, the cells 
crack, the hexagons turn 
into channels and the honey 
flows down into the trough 
and into your jar.

Pure, unprocessed 
honey on tap!

Top tips for newbees New to beekeeping? Here’s how to get started…

• Read widely and learn all about bees

• Watch our beekeeping videos

• Make sure you register your hive and follow 
all the rules about beekeeping in your area

• Think about where you will situate your hive and 
brush up on your knowledge on pests and diseases 
that affect bees

• Suit up and get yourself a smoker  
and a hive tool

Talk to other beekeepers at 
forum.honeyflow.com

https://www.facebook.com/flowhive/
http://YouTube.com/flowhive
http://www.honeyflow.com
https://www.instagram.com/flowhive/?hl=en
http://forum.honeyflow.com

